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Designed for possibilities. 
Made for people.

altro.co.uk

For more information on how self-adhesive transport floors can benefit your installation, please contact us.

 01462 707600    enquiries@altro.com 

altro.co.uk

Altro self-adhesive

Altro transport flooring with  
self-adhesive backing 
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The quick 
and easy 
solution to 
stick with



It is even possible to use self-adhesive, 
in a dust-free environment,  

without the need for a primer.

Altro self-adhesive transport 

floors perform consistently 

across all key subfloor  

variants. It can be laid,  

bonded, and welded, then 

walked on immediately.

Self-adhesive transport  

floors achieve a bond  

comparable to traditional 

adhesives, but do so with 

almost no VOC emissions.

The pressure sensitive self-adhesive backing 

facilitates maximum manoeuvrability and 

efficiency during installation. Simply position 

the flooring in the desired location, peel 

away the release tape and smooth the 

flooring into place.
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Did you know?

Since first entering the transport market in 1960,  

Altro have been driven to create quality, holistic 

flooring solutions to meet the unique challenges of 

this diverse industry. So, sticking to form, we have 

developed a self-adhesive solution to streamline the 

process of vehicular installations. 

Step 1: Backing your decision
Self-adhesive floors utilise a double-sided, pressure 

sensitive backing system to enhance efficiency. 

Flooring can be laid with minimal processes, while  

still providing maximum performance.

Step 2: Universal appeal 
Eliminating any need for the mixing of adhesives - and 

crucially the associated curing times - self-adhesive 

transport flooring can be installed directly on to all  

standard subfloors for immediate use to allow 

engineers to continue work without delay. 

Step 3: Hold tight
All existing Altro transport flooring products are 

available in a self-adhesive format, without any 

compromise to product performance or compliance. 

The flexibility of the system also means that it can be 

supplied in rolls or precision-cut kits made to 

the specifications of your vehicles for optimum 

efficiency.

Selecting a self-adhesive transport floor 

is a cleaner, more efficient way to achieve 

consistent, cost effective, high-quality 

installations for vehicles. It couldn’t be simpler. 

Try it once and you’ll stick with it. 

Did you know?

All existing Altro transport 
flooring ranges and  
designs are available in a 
self-adhesive format, so you 
never have to compromise 
on performance or style. 

Plywood SteelAluminium Composite

Altro self-adhesive
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Streamline installations 
Extensive research into the global transport industry 

has highlighted the negative impact and costs 

associated with extended vehicle downtime.  

With this in mind, our self-adhesive solution has been 

engineered to reduce the number of steps involved 

in traditional flooring installations. The result is a 

cleaner, more streamlined process. Once positioned 

and bonded, self-adhesive flooring can be welded 

and walked on immediately. This ultimately frees up 

time to continue assembly and refurbishment work as 

required, driving efficiencies from the ground up.

Reduce VOC emissions 
By using self-adhesive flooring you effectively 

eliminate the need for traditional, contact and  

solvent adhesives from the installation process 

entirely. This ultimately provides two substantial 

benefits; a greatly streamlined installation with 

almost no VOC emissions.        

Did you know?

Pre-cut self-adhesive  
flooring kits are a complete 
solution to enhance 
efficiency even further by 
reducing labour and keeping 
material wastage to the 
absolute minimum.

Work with all subfloors 
Naturally, a key component to achieving heightened 

efficiency is the capability to meet the specific needs 

of different vehicles. Altro transport flooring with  

self-adhesive backing has been successfully tested on 

all key subfloor variants including plywood, steel and 

aluminium, performing consistently on all of them.

Save on weight 
In addition to lightening the time pressure on 

installation crews trying to complete intricate 

projects, Altro self-adhesive has also been proven 

to remove weight. Unlike traditional bonding agents, 

our pre-applied acrylic backing offers the advantage 

of providing a consistent, uniform application of 

adhesive. In fact, tests show that flooring using the 

system achieves a minimum adhesive weight saving 

of 60% per m² when compared to the recommended 

applications of polyurethane and contact adhesives.

Pre-cut self-adhesive  
flooring kits are available
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Overcome installation  
challenges 
Because the floor plans of public transport and 

commuter vehicles are rarely without complexities, 

the self-adhesive solution has been engineered 

to cope with the unique and intricate challenges 

installers can often encounter. The acrylic 

backing system allows flooring to be applied to 

both horizontal and vertical surfaces to facilitate 

installation. So, even in the most challenging areas,  

a self-adhesive flooring solution keeps your 

installation heading in the right direction. 

Enhanced savings 
Because the backing system carries a uniform,  

tried and tested application of adhesive, it forms 

a long-lasting bond comparable to traditional 

adhesives. It achieves this without the need for any 

manual adhesive application, reducing the labour 

required and eliminating any potential wastage in the 

process. The combination of time and cost-saving 

efficiencies provided by using your preferred Altro 

flooring in a self-adhesive format can offer significant 

benefits you’ll value for your future projects.

The optimum solution  
With fleet downtime coming at a premium, being 

able to more accurately forecast the duration of an 

installation is invaluable. Altro self-adhesive, when 

used in conjunction with customised kits from Altro 

cutting services – provides an assured installation 

method that reduces manual processes and can 

be replicated again and again. By employing this 

complete installation solution, you can navigate 

the most direct route through manufacturing or 

refurbishment projects, driving up productivity in  

the process. 

Tonny van de Mast, 
Planning and 
Homologation manager,  
Tribus, The Netherlands 

“Using Altro self-adhesive with 

pre-cut kits will generate a great 

advantage. It saves us time, 

providing consistent quality. It is 

ultimately better for the people  

that work with it”

Why choose  
Altro self-adhesive? 

• To reduce vehicle downtime and the impact it has 

on service delivery 

• To increase efficiency, but not at the price of 

performance 

• To remove the skilled process of manual adhesive 

application

• To achieve a consistent, high-quality finish across 

your entire fleet 

• To reduce exposure to VOC emissions

Available for… 
• Altro Transflor Meta™

• Altro Transflor Chroma™

• Altro Transflor Figura™

• Altro Transflor Wood™

• Altro Transflor Momentum™

• Altro Transflor Met™

• Altro Transflor Tungsten™

Did you know?

Self-adhesive transport 
floors can be welded 
and walked on  
immediately after laying.


